
   “Partlys” 
Salvaged Notes 

by Peter Huntoon and Jamie Yakes 

The term “partlys” came into use at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing after World 
War I.  The following is the first use of the term that we found in the annual reports of the 
Director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (Kirby, 1924, p.4-5). 

The policy of utilizing every note possible on a sheet, which was 
discontinued a year or so ago and which discontinuance resulted in 
adding to the already high rate of spoilage, has been revived. 
Where two or more adjoining notes are perfect (called “partlys”), 
they are now delivered to the numbering division to be made up as 
“star” notes.  This policy results in a saving in notes and a 
reduction in the total mutilations.  In the case of backs, eight-
subject sheets are cut in half wherever it is possible to save four 
notes, and these are printed on four-subject face plates.  This 
policy has resulted in a savings both of paper and of labor. 

Whoa, this sounds potentially big! 
Yakes found the term while reading BEP annual reports.  We quickly checked with 

colleagues who also mine these same types of data to determine if they had.  Specifically, we 
queried Lee Lofthus, Derek Moffitt, Doug Murray and Shawn Hewitt.  A flurry of excited e-
mails ensued that revealed this was big news to all of us. 

The purpose of this article is to explain the practice of salvaging good impressions from 
otherwise damaged sheets, and to reveal how that practice evolved in 1926 into the inspection 
and replacement protocol that dominated small size production throughout most of the rest of the 
century. 

It is useful to place the origins of partlys into the historical context of their times both in 
terms of difficulties that the BEP was experiencing after World War I and evolving technologies 
during that period.  As we work through this discussion, We’ll point out specific opportunities 
and challenges that partlys pose for currency collectors. 

The Big Picture 
The increasing trend in spoilage rates going into 1924 was alarming.  The following 

compilation summarizes the percentage of currency produced at the BEP that was spoiled during 
the fiscal years listed (Hall, 1927, p. 1 & 1929, p. 3). 

1917 3.81 1924 12.69 
1918 4.63 1925 5.80 
1919 6.48 1926 3.70 
1920 5.44 1927 2.11 
1921 7.39 1928 2.02 
1922 6.63 1929 2.68 
1923 7.11 
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That 12.69 spoilage figure for fiscal year 1924 is no typographical error.  Put into real 
terms, 783,725,360 perfect notes were delivered during fiscal year 1924.  In order to achieve that 
total, 9,945,475 defective notes were rejected (Kirby, 1924, p. 11). 

The Times 
Clearly something was amiss.  The fact is that employee morale at the BEP was at an all-

time low.  The post-WW I period in general was characterized by labor unrest and strife as the 
labor movement aggressively organized and fought for improved working conditions.  Of course, 
the workforce at the BEP was carried along by this social movement.  Two specific issues 
became flash points at the BEP: (1) introduction of labor saving machinery and technology and 
(2) work force reductions attending the decreased demand for Federal Reserve notes during the 
Agricultural depression following World War I (New York Times, Mar 31, 1922). 

If these factors were not enough, BEP management was in disarray following the 
summary dismissal of all of its upper management by President Harding in 1922 (BEP, 1962, p. 
103-106). 

A scandal overtook the Bureau in 1922 over duplicated serial numbers on some Liberty 
Loan Bonds that were later shown to have been created through numbering errors.  Charges of 
fraud fanned by disgruntled current and former employees reverberated around the nation’s 
capital.  Without warning, President Harding dismissed 29 people comprising the entire upper 
management of the bureau through an executive order dated March 31, 1922 (BEP, 1962, p. 103-
106). 

The bond flap served as a surrogate for agitators aggravated by ever-expanding use of 
labor-saving technologies, foremost among them being Stickney rotary presses used to print 
stamps; use of 4-plate power presses that could handle intaglio plates of all kinds; Harris high 
speed rotary serial numbering, cutting and collating machines; and electrolytic plate making. 
Worse, though, was that the BEP work force was being cut back deeply.  In fact, 500 BEP 
employees were laid off immediately following the Harding firings. 

In time, President Harding fathomed that a serious injustice had occurred so he restored 
civil service status to most of the managers who were dismissed in a second Executive Order 
dated February 14, 1923. 

Use of Partlys 
Fired Director James L. Wilmeth, a progressive on matters of efficiency, was the first to 

hint at salvaging of notes in his 1919 annual report where he wrote:  “The old method of separate 
examining, assorting, and salvaging was changed to require each examiner to complete her 
assignment of prints” (Wilmeth, 1919, p. 20).  Clearly a salvaging procedure already had been 
implemented to recover usable notes by 1919. 

Wilmeth was succeeded by Harding appointee Louis A. Hill, formerly a mid-level BEP 
manager in the Engraving Division.  Hill functioned as a placeholder from April 1922 to 
February 1924.  Harding’s reinstatement order took effect February 14, 1923, but it took time for 
those reinstated to reoccupy their former positions.  Harding died in August 1923, and he was 
succeeded by Calvin Coolidge. 

Hill stepped down a year to the day after Harding’s reinstatement order and retired from 
the BEP altogether so that Wilmeth could return; however, Wilmeth refused.  Coolidge then 
appointed Major Wallace W. Kirby of the Army Corps of Engineers to step in as interim director 
for six months between June 16 and December 15, 1924. 

Kirby perceived that his primary mission was to rebuild moral at the BEP, but like 
Wilmeth, he was a progressive on technological innovation and actively pursued improved 
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machinery and efficiency during his short tenure.  He obviously was very concerned with the 
abysmal spoilage rate that was playing out on his watch, so he re-instituted past procedures to 
salvage what could be recovered from the rejects.  Kirby’s quote that led off this article is the 
most complete explanation of partlys that we have found. 

To fully understand partlys as the term was used in 1924, it is necessary to understand the 
rudiments of large size note production at the time.  A mix of 4- and 8-subject plates was in use. 
All the 8-subject plates were used on 4-plate power presses.  The 4-subject plates were 
predominantly used on 1-plate flatbed spider presses, although four 4-subject plates occasionally 
were mounted on power presses. 

Most backs were printed from 8-subject plates.  Once printed, the sheets were inspected, 
and if a misprint was found, the entire sheet was rejected and pulled even if only one of the eight 
notes exhibited a problem.  Faces were then printed on the perfect 8-subject backs and inspected. 
Once again 8-subject sheets with defectives were pulled.  Next the perfect sheets were cut in half 
and the margins trimmed prior to feeding them through the high-speed 4-subject Harris 
numbering, sealing, cutting and collating presses.  The trimmed half sheets were again inspected 
prior to overprinting, and the half sheets were pulled if a misprint was found.  After being 
overprinted, a final inspection was carried out on the individual notes, and it was during this 
inspection that misprints made during the overprinting operation and any others that might have 
slipped by the first three inspections were replaced with star notes. 

Notice that there were four inspections, one each after the back and face printings, one 
after the 8-subject sheets were cut in half and trimmed, and a final inspection after the 4-subject 
half sheets were numbered and the notes separated.  Production from the 4-subject presses 
followed the same inspection protocol. 

Under Kirby’s watch, when the same type of notes - say $1 1923 silver certificates - were 
being printing on both 4- and 8-subject presses, the rejected 8-subject backs from the first 
inspection were accumulated.  Those accumulations were again examined.  If all the notes on 
one or the other side of the sheet was found to be perfect, that half of the sheet was salvaged. 
The good halves were then used as feed stock for 4-subject face presses and processing 
continued in normal fashion. 

Production from both the 4- and 8-subject face presses arrived at their respective second 
inspections where sheets containing misprinted faces were rejected and pulled.  The rejected 8-
subject sheets were cut in half.  Both the 4-subject sheets and 8-subject half-sheets were searched 
and those with two or more perfect adjacent notes were salvaged and accumulated. 

Similar rejection and salvaging apparently occurred during the third inspection after the 
normal sheets were trimming.  The salvaged 4-subject forms from the third inspection were 
apparently added to those from the second inspection, because both had back and face 
impressions. 

At this stage, the 4-subject forms containing one or more defective notes were diverted 
and numbered as star notes.  We have found no documentation explaining exactly how these 4-
subject forms were numbered. 

The most plausible scenario involves numbering them with star serial numbers on a 
Harris numbering press.  All four subjects would have been numbered.  Then the defective notes 
would be pulled during the final inspection.  This would result in gaps in the star serial number 
sequence, but gaps would be of no consequence in star runs.  Important, however, is that the 
serial numbers on the salvaged notes would have landed on the correct plate positions for the 
numbers so that plate position calculators and formulae provided to bankers to aid them in 
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detecting counterfeits would still work. 
If this was how the rejected 4-subject forms were numbered, it is obvious that fewer star 

notes in the affected types were actually made than available last serials indicate.  For example 
the last star serial number on the $1 Series of 1923 silver certificates was *23172000D (Murray, 
1996, p. 8).  However, the actual number of them actually used could be overstated by a 
significant percentage. 

The other possibility is that the defective half sheets were numbered with star serial 
numbers on hand operated paging machines identical to the process used to number make-up 
replacement notes for high denomination notes at the time.  This would have been far more 
laborious.  Care would have been required to mate the serial numbers with their correct plate 
position, if that was still a consideration at the time.  Once numbered, the notes would have been 
separated and the good ones salvaged.  This scenario sounds like a productivity bottleneck so we 
seriously doubt if it was employed. 

However, the paging machine scenario offers two remote opportunities for the 
determined collector.  (1) There is the possibility that the paging machine star serials could be 
distinguished from those printed on Harris presses using the criteria developed by Huntoon and 
Hewitt (unpublished).  (2) If only the good notes were numbered on the paging machines, there 
is the likelihood that the traditional relationship between serial numbers and plate positions broke 
down.  Checking star serials of this vintage for this eventuality could become a lifelong pursuit 
of a true diehard collector! 

War on Waste 
Major Kirby was succeeded on December 22, 1924 by Alvin W. Hall.  Hall became the 

longest serving director in BEP history, retiring in 1954 (BEP, 2004).  Hall was not a 
technophile.  Instead he earned an undergraduate law degree from National University in 
Washington, DC, and then became an accountant and auditor.  He entered government service as 
an accountant with the Bureau of Army Ordinance, and in 1920 moved on as an investigator for 
the U. S. Bureau of Efficiency.  It was in the latter capacity that he was assigned to study 
procedures at the BEP, which in turn led to his appointment as head of the Bureau’s planning 

Figure 1.  Directors of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
during the partly era:  James L. Wilmeth, December 10, 1917-
March 31, 1922 (upper left), Louis A. Hill, April 1, 1922-
February 14, 1924 (upper right), Major Wallace W. Kirby, 
June 16, 1924-Dec 15, 1924 (lower left), Alvin W. Hall, 
December 22, 1924-1953 (lower right).  All photos from BEP 
(2004) except Hall, which is from the Library of Congress. 
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unit.  Hall was only 36 years old when President Coolidge appointed him as BEP Director. 
Despite a lack of engineering training, Hall steered the BEP through a never ending 

stream of modernization initiatives.  His annual reports reveal that he and the staff he built 
around himself developed quantitative measures that judged everything the bureau undertook in 
terms of productivity increases and per unit cost savings. 

He simply waged war on the spoilage problem immediately upon taking office.  He and 
his lieutenants left no stone unturned.  They rated employee performance, they rooted out 
inefficient or counterproductive procedures, they improved and streamlined working 
environments, and they ceaselessly designed and had built improved machinery. 

He wrote this in his 1925 annual report. 
The elimination of the examination after trimming, and 
immediately before sending trimmed sheets of [low denomination] 
United States notes and silver certificates to the numbering 
division for numbering, sealing and separating was adopted during 
the year and should result in substantial savings to the bureau with 
no increase in the cost of numbering (Hall, 1925, p. 3). 

The primary thing caught by the third inspection was corner fold-overs and other obvious 
trimming errors.  That type of error was easy to detect in the final inspection of the notes after 
the half sheets were fed through the Harris numbering and separating machines so they were 
going to be caught anyway.  Furthermore this type of error could be minimized by conscientious 
handling of the stock by employees.  Consequently there was nothing gained by the inspection. 

Hall (1927, p. 21) had this to say. 
Reference is made in the annual report for the fiscal year 1926 to 
the fact that the examination of silver certificates and United States 
notes following the trimming operation had been discontinued. 
The discontinuance of this examination was extended during the 
fiscal year to other denominations of these classes of currency and 
also to gold certificates.  This change has effected a savings of 
approximately $50,000 a year. 

Nothing was too small to be overlooked by Hall and his managers, even the arrangement 
of work space.  The following is from page 20 of his 1927 annual report. 

In order that the old method of putting the work on chairs by the 
sides of the examiners might be eliminated, new tables were 
installed.  There is a small aisle between each two tables to allow 
the men who distribute and collect the work to pass through and 
put the work to be examined on the tables and also collect the 
examined work and put it on a conveyer to be taken to the stock 
table and checker. 

New Inspection Protocol 
Hall (1926, p. 15-16, 19) reveals that they revamped the entire philosophy of the 

examinations, which allowed them to catch every perfect note on partially mutilated sheets. 
They introduced the concept of simply flagging the misprinted subjects as they went by so that 
the bad notes could be pulled in the final inspection, but all the good notes would pass.  This 
protocol became the standard for most of the rest of the century. 

The back inspectors punched a hole in the margins adjacent to defective subjects during 
the latter part of the large note era.  In contrast, the face inspectors drew a reject line across the 
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faces of defective subjects using a bold waxy marking pencil.  Both were easy to spot by looking 
at the faces during the final inspection after the notes had been numbered and separated.  Of 
course, the final inspector also had to check for problem overprints, but at this stage the women 
already were concentrating their attention on the faces. 

There were two reasons pencils were not used to flag defective backs.  The obvious is 
that it would be easier for the final inspector, who was concentrating on the faces, to spot holes 
in the margins rather than having to looking for a lines on the backs of individual notes.  They 
also discovered that pencil marks applied to the backs offset onto the blanket on the impression 
rollers during the face-printing operation and soiled successive sheets. 

Hall continued to call the process partlying, but clearly the definition of the term had 
changed and it gradually faded from his annual reports and bureau usage.  He concluded in his 
1926 annual report (Hall, 1926, p. 19) that “Both of the changes have made possible a substantial 
reduction in the amount of work mutilated and destroyed.  It is conservatively estimated that 
these changes will reduce the annual currency spoilage to approximately 2 per cent of the total 
production and save annually more than $25,000.” 

He stated in his 1927 annual report “The reduction in the amount of spoilage may be 
attributed to [the new flagging procedure], adequate seasoning of the paper prior to the various 
operations through which it passes, and through the exercise of greater care by the employees in 
handling of printed work” (Hall, 1927, p. 2). 

Figure 2.  Face examiners working on Series of 1899 $1 silver certificates with unexamined sheets stacked on chairs 
next to them.  Library of Congress photo. 
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Hall’s second best year during the large note era was 1927, as per the following on page 
25 of his 1927 report. 

In the latter part of the previous fiscal year new methods of 
examining currency backs and faces were introduced in the 
examining division, which effected a reduction in spoilage on this 
class of work in the bureau.  This year was the first full year of 
operations under the new methods, and the results obtained were 
most gratifying, for, out of a total delivery of 253,051,257 sheets 
of currency paper during the year for the entire bureau, only 
4,966,261 sheets were mutilated, or 1.96 percent of the total.  The 
changes have greatly reduced the charges made against individual 
printers for spoiled work; saved more than 7,600,000 sheets of 
distinctive fiber paper, which, with all the work performed on it, 
was previously destroyed, will effect as savings of at least 
$100.000 a year. 

The 1.96 percent mutilation rate subsequently was revised to 2.11 percent.  The 1928 
statistic came in at an impressive 2.02 percent.  However, in 1928 he warned on page 2 of that 
years report: 

It is doubtful whether it will be possible to reduce spoilage below 
the figure for 1928.  As a matter of fact there may be a slight 
increase during the next few years due to the introduction of small 
notes, as considerable experimental work will be necessary. 

He was correct, spoilage rose to 2.68 percent in 1929. 
Stamps 

The work with currency was not taking place in a vacuum.  The Bureau also had huge 
bond and stamp printing commitments.  Stamp production following World War I in particular 
was creating mounds of spoilage, the handling of which has been documented by philatelists. 

The stamp dilemma was tackled with equal vigor that involved similar salvaging of 
waste, comparable reorganizations in how the products were inspected and when the defects 
were pulled, as well great improvements in the machines used to produce the products. 

The heyday for salvaging stamp waste in the eyes of the philatelists occurred between 
1919 and 1924, and involved the high volume 1-, 2- and 3-cent stamps of the 1919-22 and 1923-
26 definitive issues and 2 cent 1923 President Harding memorial issue (Cleland and Lawrence, 
2003 & Cleland, 2008).  The gist of this part of the story is that the stamps were printed on web-
fed Stickney rotary presses to make both coil and sheet stamps.  Short ends from the coil webs 
and non-perforated ends or mutilated parts the sheet webs were accumulated. 

Saleable panes of stamps were cut and salvaged from these fragments.  Often the coil 
wastes were sold in odd formats such as 70- or 170-subject sheets.  Many varieties had non-
standard perforations in one or both directions owing in part to the fact that imperforate or 
partially perforated batches of waste were finished in seemingly ad hoc fashion on whatever 
perforating machines were available.  The multitude of varieties that resulted became known in 
the philatelic trade as the “headache perforations.”  Collecting them is the domain of the most 
committed diehard variety collectors who arm themselves with perforation gauges and calipers. 

The concept of salvaging stamp waste was not new in 1919.  Cleland (1985) also 
documents varieties of salvaged flat plate sheet waste in the 1-cent Washington stamp from the 
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1910-11 definitive series that appeared in post offices in 1912. 
The following from Hall (1927, p. 6) pertaining to minimizing one aspect of stamp waste 

is a repeat of the steps taken to streamline examination and salvage procedures adopted for 
currency. 

Previous to October, 1926, rotary-printed book stamps were 
examined in the whole sheet by the rotary perforating section, 
rejection being made on a half-sheet basis when defects were 
discovered.  Half sheets thus rejected were delivered as mutilated 
without attempting to salvage any portion of the half sheets.  The 
present procedure calls for the transfer of perforated sheets of 
book-work from the rotary perforation section to the book section 
without examination, the examination taking place at the time of 
packaging in half-sheet form and at the time of count in strip form. 
By making the examination as described it is possible to withdraw 
partly mutilated strips of books and portions of the half sheet, 
thereby materially reducing the mutilation on this class of work. 

Out-of-Range Serial Numbers 
Particularly astute large note collectors occasionally find type notes that bear serial 

numbers that are significantly out of range for the treasury signature combination on the note; 
specifically, they are too high.  The origin of these late-numbered notes always has been a 
mystery.  Clearly they were made from stockpiled preprinted face and back stock that was 
streamed in and numbered with younger stock. 

The handling of partlys prior to 1926 is one possible explanation for how some of these 
late-numbered notes might have been produced.  Partially mutilated sheets or half sheets with 
both back and face printing pulled during the second and third examinations were accumulated 
so that partlys could be salvaged from them. 

Could it be, especially among the lesser used types and denominations, that lags in 
salvaging usable notes from these sheets accounts for the delays before they were numbered? 
This scenario would work, providing the usable fragments were numbered with non-star serials, 
because it is non-star notes that exhibit late numbers. 

The serial numbers on such notes should be in the 1919 to 1926 window, the period when 
salvaging was taking place and they were pulling sheets to do it.  We have not identified 
candidates that appear to qualify. 

Perspective 
The battle to keep spoilage to a minimum is continually fought and salvaging of waste 

often is a means to improve results.  Sometimes it is even cost effective.  Beginning sometime 
during or before 1919, BEP management instituted the salvage of perfect subjects on otherwise 
misprinted sheets that they called partlys.  The program involved pulling defective sheets or half 
sheets during the first three inspections and recovering the perfect notes that could be easily 
salvaged from them.  This procedure was cumbersome and time consuming, and many good 
subjects were not salvaged.  Furthermore, the handling of the rejected sheets diverted them off 
the normal production line thus complicating the manufacturing process. 

A streamlined approach was devised in 1926 whereby mutilated subjects caught by the 
various inspectors were flagged but not removed from the production stream.  Instead the 
flagged subjects continued to the end and were removed and replaced in the final inspection, 
which was carried out on individual notes.  No good subjects were wasted, only one production 
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stream was involved, and the process was fast.  This established the inspection-replacement 
protocol that was used for most of the rest of the century. 

The partly process in use from 1919 to 1926 holds the potential of having created 
collectible varieties.  If the partlys were diverted to paging machines for serial numbering, then 
two collectible outcomes are possible.  (1) Those notes might be identifiable using criteria that 
have been developed to identify paging machine-produced serial numbers. (2) It is possible that 
when the notes were numbered on paging machines, the traditional relationship between serial 
number and plate position may have been disregarded.  We do not believe this is how the partlys 
were handled, so we feel these two outcomes are highly unlikely.  Only time will tell. 

Somewhat more likely is that delayed processing of accumulations of defective sheets 
may explain some notes that have been discovered with serial numbers that are abnormally high 
for the treasury signatures on the notes. 
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